
Sharp, rich, accurate slide tranfers for high end graphic 
work or archiving your family slides.  
Professionally converting your slides to digital has never 
been easier with our 35mm slide transfer service.

We can scan any 2” x 2” (50mm x 50mm) mounted slide with our automated scanners.  We utilize the latest 
equipment that incorporates a cool white LED array, so your slides are NEVER exposed to any heat, and 
provides you with a clear digital image from edge to edge.   

                             All of our 35mm slide transfer services include: 
- High Quality digital capturing of your 35mm slides    - Cleaning of slides with compressed air
- Rotate & orient slides for easy viewing       - Cropping of any visible borders
- Automatic Exposure correction         - Dust & Scratch removal 
- Full scan of image, regardless of orientation     - Files output to Digital Drive or master data Disc   

35mm Slide Transfer Pricing & Services
Includes output to a Digital Drive or “DVD Data Disc” 
(can hold appprox 500 JPEG’s per disc)

Quantity of Slides
100-249 250-499 500-999 1000+1-99

STANDARD SLIDE TRANSFER    JPEG  1800 dpi
Ideal for using in a DVD slide show, emailing, webpages,
or printing up to a 5” X 7” photo. 
PREMIUM SLIDE TRANSFER    JPEG  3600 dpi
Ideal for those who want the maximum resolution for printing photos up to 
11” X 17”, high end graphics work, and the highest quality for archiving. 

.48ea .43ea .38ea .33ea .28ea

.65ea .60ea .55ea .50ea .45ea

ADD .20/Slide for TIFF Images

Slide transfer service includes output to a “DATA DISC” CD or DVD (this is not a DVD movie).    MINIMUM ORDER $25.00  

Additional OPTIONS:

Create custom folders    $ 5  ea

Output as TIFF images   .20 ea

 

Output as (NEF-RAW) &JPEG images  .45 ea  

Output to your provided device   $10 ea
USB or hard drive

  (8 bit/channel = 24 bit)
Purchase USB thumb drive  Call for price

Special Handling of slides   .15 ea

 

(For Slides NOT loaded in Kodak carousels)

Color Correction: Basic Restoration   .05 ea
  

  Color Correction: Advanced Restoration   $50/.5 hr

  
    Additional DVD copies   $10 ea Manual image restoration, scratch repair,scuffs 

Create a DVD “movie” from your slides $75 / master disc
Includes a 1st play disc with your name on a custom open, pan & scan of each slide with transitions,

royalty free background music, and high quality DVD encoding. 

2”
Slide Size

Slide Type 35mm

35mm x 23mm
1 3/8” x 15/16”

35mm x 28mm
1 3/8” x 1 1/8”

28mm x 28mm
1 1/16” x 1 1/16”

17mm x 13mm
11/16” x 1/2”

126 110Super 35mm

Prices subject to change without notice.  123
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35 MM Slide Transfers

for color balance, brightness, and contrast  

Contact Proof Sheets ($10 minimum) $1 ea

ROCKY MOUNTAIN AUDIO/VIDEO PRODUCTIONS, INC.


